The Slovene Art History Society functions also as a National Committee of CIHA. From 2008 until September 2016 Slovene titular member in general Assembly of CIHA was Marjeta Ciglenečki, who from 2012 until 2016 was active as a member of the CIHA Bureau. At the congress in Nürnberg As. Professor Stanko Kokole was elected as a supplementary member of the General Assembly. In Beijing in September 2016. Professor Stanko Kokole was elected as a new Slovene titular member.

One of the goals of M. Ciglenečki was to encourage the colleagues from Croatia and Serbia to ask for the membership in CIHA. Croatia was successful in its application, presented in Marseille in 2014, the colleagues from Serbia have not yet been successful in preparing their application; however, they do have such an ambition. A discussion began with the colleagues from Croatia concerning an opportunity to organize a colloquium under the auspices of CIHA; there are a lot of common problems especially on the field of protecting the art heritage.

Unfortunately M. Ciglenečki could not be present at the congress in Beijing which was valuated as a very successful one.